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In Part I the necessary tools are developed for the complete resolution of the 
spectral theory for all linear two-point differential operators L in L*[O, l] deter- 
mined by T = -D’ and by boundary values B,, B,. The development emphasizes 
six numerical parameters defined in terms of the coetlicients of B,, E,. In this paper 
we state and prove all results pertaining to the spectrum a(L) of L. to the algebraic 
multiplicities of the eigenvalues I E u(L) and the ascents of the operators iI- L, to 
the boundedness of the family of all finite sums of the projections associated with 
L. to the denseness of the generalized eigenfunctions, and to the existence of bases 
consisting of generalized eigenfunctions; we utilize the tools developed in Part I to 
establish these results. In particular, this paper provides either the explicit or the 
asymptotic form for the eigenvalues of L, provides explicit numbers for the 
algebraic multiplicities and ascents, provides the explicit or the asymptotic form for 
the projections, and provides explicit bounds on the family of all finite sums of 
these projections or shows that the family is unbounded. 7 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be the linear two-point differential operator in the complex Hilbert 
space L'[O, 11 defined by 
9qL)={uEH2[0,1]/Bi(U)=0,i=1,2}, Lu = - ?A“, 
where Z-I’[O, l] denotes the Sobolev space consisting of all functions 
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UE C'[O, l] with U’ absolutely continuous on [0, l] and U” E L*[O, 11, and 
where B,, B, are linearly independent boundary values given by 
Let 
A= 
C 
a1 bl 00 60 
Cl dl co do 1 
be the coefficient matrix associated with B,, B,. For integers i, j 
with 1 < i < j < 4, let A(ij) denote the 2 x 2 submatrix of A obtained by 
retaining the ith and jth columns, and let 
A, = det A(g). 
Our goal is to present a comprehensive treatment of the spectral theory 
for all such differential operators L. In the first part [8] we have utilized 
the six parameters A, to develop the necessary tools for such a study 
(see also [ 5, 6, 7]), and have partitioned the L into 13 disjoint cases, 
Cases I-XIII, by imposing various conditions on the A,. The table in [S, 
Section 71 lists the spectral properties for each case. It includes results per- 
taining to: (1) the spectrum a(L) of L, (2) the algebraic multiplicities of the 
eigenvalues A E a(L), (3) the ascents of the operators II- L, (4) the boun- 
dedness of the family of all finite sums of the projections associated with L, 
(5) the existence of bases consisting of generalized eigenfunctions of L, and 
(6) the denseness of the generalized eigenfunctions of L. The results related 
to (6) are established in [S] as a part of our motivation for the 13 cases, 
and the relevant results for the two degenerate cases, Cases XII and XIII, 
are also established there. In this paper we complete the discussion by 
establishing the results (l)-(5) for the nondegenerate cases, Cases I-XI. 
The next 11 sections treat Cases I-XI one at a time. In each case we 
determine either the explicit or the asymptotic form for the eigenvalues of 
L by considering the zeros p. of the characteristic determinant A, calculate 
the algebraic multiplicity v. = v(A,) of A, = pi and the ascent m, = m(&) of 
].,I- L for each eigenvalue I, considered, and compute the explicit or the 
asymptotic form of the projection PO of L* [0, l] onto the generalized 
eigenspace M(L(2,)) along the range d(L(2,)) where 
L(I,) = (&-L)““. 
In addition, for each case we either establish an explicit bound on the 
family of all finite sums of the projections or show that the family is 
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unbounded, determine if the subspace S, (defined below) is closed or not, 
list all the possible normalized forms, i.e., reduced row echelon forms, for 
the coefficient matrix A, and identify the self-adjoint L within the cases. 
Finally, each section concludes with a theorem summarizing the spectral 
results for the L belonging to the corresponding case. 
This paper provides for the first time a complete quantitative summary 
of all spectral results pertaining to the above differential operators L. These 
results are presented in a unified format that makes them readily available 
to the reader: compute the A, to find out which case L belongs to and then 
consult the corresponding section, Many of our results are appearing for 
the first time, e.g., a comprehensive treatment of the multiple eigenvalue 
cases, a rigorous development of cases which are determined by irregular 
boundary conditions, a complete classification of all the spectral and non- 
spectral L, and an identification of the cases for which there exist bases for 
L’ [0, 1 ] consisting of generalized eigenfunctions of L. Other partial results 
along similar lines have appeared earlier in various formats (see 
Cl, 2, 3,4,9, 101). 
Before proceeding with the actual cases, we state the following facts and 
theorems from [S] which play key roles in the work that follows. First, the 
A, are related by the fundamental quadratic equation 
A,*A,,-A,3A2q+A14A23=0, (0.1) 
and in terms of the A, the self-adjoint L are characterized by 
THEOREM 0.1. L = L* iff there exists a complex number y # 0 such that 
A,,=yA,z, A23 =?A239 
A=p4,3, A=p424. 
A=)&, A=p4,,. 
Second, the characteristic determinant is given by 
A(p)= -CA,2p’-i(A14+A23)p+A34]ei~ 
+CA,,p2+i(A,4+A23)P+A34]e~~‘P+2i[A,,+A,,]p, (0.2) 
and we have 
THEOREM 0.2. The point 1, = pi # 0 is an eigenvalue of L iff the point 
p,, # 0 is a zero of A, in which case the algebraic multiplicity of ,I0 is equal 
to the order of p0 as a zero of A. Moreover, II, = 0 is an eigenvalue of L zff 
A,,-(A14+A33)-(A,3+A24)=0. (0.3) 
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Note that d( -p) = --d(p), so p0 is a zero of d iff -p,, is a zero of d. Also, 
when A,,= 0 and A 14 + A,, # 0, then associated with d is the quadratic 
polynomial 
Q(z)=i(A,,+A&‘+2i(A,,+A24);+i(A,4+A23), (0.4) 
and Q has two distinct roots iff A ,4 + A,, # f (A,, + A,,). 
Third, if the algebraic multiplicity v0 = 1, then the projection P, is given 
by 
2 ’ 
Pou(f)= . 
z d”‘(p,) s 
Vf, s; po) 4s) ds, 
0 
(0.5 1 
and if v. = 2, then PO is given by 
V,(h s; PO)- UC s; PO) 
d’3’(Po) u(s) ds 
3 Ll”‘(po) 1 (0.6 1 
for all u E L’[O, 11, t E [0, 11, where & = pi is a nonzero eigenvalue of L 
and where 
V(t,s;p)=~[A,zp2-i(A14+A23)~+A34]eip(’+’~s’ 
+ $[A,,~~+~(A,,+A,,)~+A,,] epio”+‘+’ 
+;[A,,?-~(A,,-A~~)P-A~~]~~~(‘- s) 
+~[A,2p’+i(A,,-A23)~-A34]e-.““‘~’~”’ 
_ jA2,pe’P”--“+jA2,pe-‘P”~“). (0.7) 
Fourth, when o(L)= {Ewk}~=, and { P,}jT=, is the corresponding 
sequence of projections of L2[0, l] onto N(L(&)) along W(L(&)), then 
p,p,= hk,Pk, k, I= 1, 2, . . . . (0.8) 
In addition, introducing the subspaces 
s,.= 
{ 
uEL’[O,l]lu= f P,u 
k=l I 
and 
M,={uEL*[0,1]~Pkz.4=0,k=1,2 ,... }, 
we have 
THEOREM 0.3. In Cases Z-XI 
s, = L2[0, I] and M, = IO)> (0.9 1 
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and S x = 3, iff there e.uists a constant A4 > 0 .such thrrt 
N= 1, 2, (0.10) 
The last section, Section 12, is an appendix which contains the relevant 
information on the structure of the zeros of A. 
1. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE I 
The first case is among the simplest of all cases because all the spectral 
quantities can be calculated explicitly. The differential operator L belongs 
to Case I provided 
A,,#0 and A,,=A,,=A,,=A,,=A,,=O. 
In this case the characteristic determinant is given by (0.2) as 
(1.1) 
A(p)= -A,?p’e @[@- l][e”‘+ I], (1.2) 
and the nonzero zeros of A are clearly determined by the function ,f’(p) = 
[e’“- l][e’“+ 11. 
Applying Theorem 12.1 (a) with to = 1 and ‘lo = - 1, we see that the non- 
zero zeros of A are precisely 
pk = kn, k = + 1 +2, . . . . - ,- (1.3) 
where each pk is a zero of order 1 of A (we have merged the two sequences 
into one to simplify the notation). Also, observe that 
A”‘(p,) = -2iA,,(kx)2( -l)“, k=+l +2. - 3 - , ... (1.4) 
From Theorem 0.2 it follows that the nonzero eigenvalues of L are 
Ak = (kz)2, k = 1, 2, . . . . (1.5) 
with algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
vX-=mli= 1, k= 1, 2, . . . . (1.6) 
Next, we examine the projections 
2 ’ 
Pkdf) = . 
2 A”‘(p,) s 
v( t, .y; Pk) u(S) ds, k = 1, 2, . . . . (1.7) 
0 
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which map L*[O, l] onto X(L(A,)) along B(L(A,)) (see (0.5)). From (0.7) 
we have 
l’(t, s; ,ok) =2A,*(kn)*( - l)k cos lirrr cos kxs, k=l,2 ,..., (1.8) 
and hence, substituting (1.4) and (1.8) into (1.7), we get 
P&)=21; cos knt cos krcs u(s) ds, k = 1, 2, . . . . (1.9) 
Since each P, has a real symmetric kernel, it follows that Pk = Pz and P, 
is an orthogonal projection. In view of (0.8) if 52 is any finite subset of the 
positive integers, then C Pk, k E 52, is an orthogonal projection with 
(1.10) 
This estimate is also immediate by recognizing the P, as the projections 
associated with Fourier cosine series. The bound in (1.10) potentially 
ignores the projection associated with I, = 0, but nonetheless, it is 
immediate from (1.10) that the family of all finite sums of the projections 
associated with L is uniformly bounded. In addition, by Theorem 0.3 
s,=k (1.11) 
Finally, in Case I there is only one possible normalized form for the 
coefficient matrix A, namely, 
(1.12) 
which corresponds to Neumann boundary conditions. From Theorem 0.1, 
L is always self-adjoint in Case I. It is also easy to show that 1, = 0 is an 
eigenvalue of L (use (0.3)), and the associated algebraic multiplicity, 
ascent, and projection are v0 = m, = 1 and 
P,+(t) = s,: u(s) ds. (1.13) 
Let us summarize the results of this section as 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a d@erential operator belonging to Case I. Then 
the spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements are 
Ak = (kx)*, k=O, 1, 2, . . . . with corresponding algebraic multiplicities and 
ascents vk = m, = 1, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . In addition, the family of all finite sums of 
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the projections associated ,isitll L is umfimnl~~ hounded, S , = .?, = L’ [O. 1 1, 
and M, = {O). 
2. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE II 
The principal strategy for studying Case II is to treat it as a perturbation 
of Case I. For the differential operator L to belong to Case II, it must 
satisfy the conditions 
A,,#0 and A,,, A,,, As3, A,,, A,, are not all zero. (2.1) 
From (0.2) the characteristic determinant for this case is given by 
A(p)=-A,2p2epip [ei’-l][e’~‘+l]-~[i(A,,+A,,)r”‘J 
i I2 
+2i(A,,+A,,)e’P+i(A,,+A23)]+ f!-?$ [e”“- l] , 
i 
(2.2) 
12 
and the nonzero zeros of A are clearly determined by the function 
F(p) =f(p) + g(p), where f(p) = [e’O - l][e”‘+ l] and 
’ g(p) = -- 
A,,P 
[i(A,4 + Az3) eZip +2i(A,3+A24)er”+i(A14+A23)] 
+ 3 Ce’” - 11. 
12 
Using Theorem 12.1(c) with to = 1 and q0 = - 1, the nonzero zeros of A 
are given by a sequence 
p,=kn+Ek with IekJ <&, k= fk,, &(k,+ l), . . . . (2.3) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant and k, 
is a positive integer and where each pk is a zero of order 1 of A (we have 
again merged the two sequences). Without loss of generality we can assume 
that pPk = -pk for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . Also, note that 
A”)(p,) = -iAl [e’f’k + e-‘f’k] p: - 2A,, [&PA - em~i”“] pk 
- (A,, + Ar3)[eiP” -e -@l] pk+ i(A,, + A,,)[e@‘+ ePlpk] 
- iA,, [eiP” + eCiPk] + 2i(A,, + A,,), (2.4) 
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k = fk,, + (k, + 1 ), . . . . It follows that the eigenvalues of L are given by the 
sequence 
hi = p:, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (2.5) 
plus a finite number of additional eigenvalues, with corresponding 
algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
vk=mk= 1, k=k,, k,+ l,.... (2.6) 
Next, we turn to the projections 
P&t) = 
2 1 
i d”‘(P,) I 
Ut, s; pk) 4s) ds, k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . (2.7) 
0 
which map L2 [O, 11 onto ,K(L(%,)) along B(L(E,,)), where by (0.7) 
I/(f,S;Pk)=~A,2P:e;pli[eipkle~lpks+e -wire-ipks] 
+ fA,2P:e~iPk[e~iPk’e;~ts+ei~lfei~~.~] 
+~pkeipk[-i(A,4+A23)eipire~i~ks-i(~,4-~23)e-i~kfe-i~~~~ 
+ ipk epipk [i(A 14 + A,,) epipk’ erpar + i(A 14 - A,,) eipk’ eipks] 
+ +A,, eUk [eipir ,-h.5 _ e-~i’ e--i~~.~] 
+ iA,, e-ku [,-i~kr ef~ks _ ekw eims] 
+ iA24pk [ -efPkr epiPks + ,-VW e’Pks]. (2.8 1 
Choose ro>O such that 1.~~1 <r, for k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . and then for the 
entire function H defined by e’= 1 + zH(z), choose y. > 0 such that 
IH( dye for all (~1 dr,. For k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . let 
txk = ie, H( i.sk), jk= -ic,H( -ick), 
and let 
a,(t)=ic,tH(iEkt), hk(t)= -z’e,tH( -iEkt). 
For the constants CQ, ljk we clearly have 
eiPk=(-l)k[l+Clk] with Ic(~I <i, 
(2.9) 
e -~““=(-l)ql+~J with lPkl d i, 
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k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . while the functions ak, h, are continuous on [0, l] and 
satisfy 
P’ = eik”’ [ 1 + clli (t)] with (jak(/ ,% <g, 
(2.10) 
e ;pir = r iknr t-1 +h(f)l with llhkll ,r, G i, 
k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . Substituting (2.3) (2.9) and (2.10) into (2.4) and (2.8) 
we obtain 
d”‘(p,)= -2L4,,(krr)‘(-1)k+o,, (2.11 
k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . where 10~1 d yk (cf. to (1.4)) and 
V( t, s; pk) = 2A ,2 (kn)‘( - 1 )k cos km cos km + & (t, s), (2.12) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the function $k is continuous on the square 
[0, l] x [0, l] with lldkllr 6yk (cf. to (1.8)). Upon combining (2.11) and 
(2.12) with (2.7), we see that 
kernel of Px- = 2 cos krtt cos km + Ok (t, s), (2.13) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the function 9, is continuous on [0, l] x [0, l] 
with llOkll % < y/k. 
Using (2.13), it is now a simple matter to find a uniform bound on the 
norms of the finite sums of the P,. Indeed, for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . let P, and 
E, be the bounded linear operators on L2 [0, l] defined by 
cos klrt cos km u(s) A and E,~(t)=l“0,(1,s)u(s)ds 
0 
for u E L’ [0, 11. Clearly 
P,=p,+E,, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (2.14) 
the P, are the orthogonal projections associated with Case I, and 
(1 E,(( d llOkli 7. <y/k. Using the idempotence of Pk and P,, we can rewrite 
(2.14) as 
Pk=Pk+PkEk+EkPk+E;, k=ko, k,+ 1, . . . . (2.15) 
Now suppose 52 is any finite subset of (k,, k,+ 1, . ..). Then by (1.10) 
while 
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and 
and hence, 
,~,,k~~,1+2,[~~,~]“~+~~~,~~ kEQ. (2.16) 
The bound in (2.16) ignores a finite number of the projections associated 
with L of which we have little or no information, but nonetheless, it is 
immediate from (2.16) that the family of all finite sums of the projections 
associated with L is uniformly bounded. In addition, from Theorem 0.3 it 
follows that 
s,, = 3,X (2.17) 
Finally, the coefficient matrix A can have only one possible normalized 
form in Case II, namely, 
1 
A= 
0 a, b() 
0 1 cg d, 1 (2.18) 
with aO, b,, cc,, d,, not all zero. For the normalized form (2.18) Theorem 0.1 
shows that L is self-adjoint iff 
-bo=Co, dO=dO, and &=a,. (2.19) 
Consequently, Case II contains many examples of self-adjoint and nonself- 
adjoint differential operators. 
The results for Case II are summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case II. Then 
the spectrum a(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements consist 
of a sequence &=p:, k= k,, k,+ 1, . . . . plus a finite number of additional 
points, where pk = kn +E~ with 1~~1 <y/k, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and where the 
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corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents are 11~ = mk = 1. k = k,,, 
k, + 1, . . . . In addition, the furnil)> of all firlite .sms of’ the prqjectiom 
associated with L is uniforrnl?~ bounded, S, = s, = L’[O, I], und 
M, = (0). 
3. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE III 
For Case III it is possible to explicitly calculate all the spectral quan- 
tities, although some of the calculations are quite complicated. To belong 
to Case III, the differential operator L must satisfy the conditions 
A 12 = 0, A,,+Ax#O, A,,+A,,# f(A,,+AmL A 3., = 0. 
(3.1) 
The characteristic determinant for this case is given by (0.2) as 
A(p) = i(A,, + Az3) peCli’ [e”’ - <,,][e”’ -so], (3.2) 
where lo, q,, are the roots of the quadratic polynomial Q (see (0.4)). 
Clearly &,Q, = 1, while co # u0 by the third condition in (3.1), and hence, 
to # f 1 and q0 # + 1. Also, the nonzero zeros of A are clearly determined 
by the function f(p) = [e’” - co] [eb - Y& whose zeros are all unequal to 0 
because to # 1 and y10 # 1. 
Applying Theorem 12.1(a), we see that the nonzero zeros of A are given 
precisely by the two sequences 
pk=(ArgCc,+2h-c-iln l&,1, k=O, * 1, &2, . . . . 
ik=(-Arg50+2krc)+iln 1501, k = 0, k 1, & 2, . . . . 
(3.3) 
where pk # [, for all k, I and where each pk and each ck is a zero of order 
1 of A. Observe that ik = -p k for k = 0, f 1, + 2, . . . and that 
A”‘(P,) = (A,, + A,,Nrlo - to)~k, k=O, +l, _+2 ,.... (3.4) 
We conclude that the nonzero eigenvalues of L are given by the sequence 
1, = p:, k = 0, f- 1, + 2, . . . . (3.5) 
and the corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents are 
Vk = rnk = 1, k=O, +l, f2 ,.... (3.6) 
Also, from (0.3) and (3.1) it is easy to verify that 1= 0 is not an eigenvalue 
of L, and hence, (3.5) lists all the points in a(L). 
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Next, we examine the projections 
Pk4f) = . 
2 1 
z d”‘(P,) s 
V(t, s; pk) u(s) ds, k=O, fl, k2 ,..., (3.7) 
0 
which map L’[O, l] onto ,$‘(L(&)) along W(L(&)), where by (0.7) 
V(t,~;p,)=~p~[-i(A,~+A,~)~~-2iA~~]e’~’~’e~”’~” 
+ 4p, [i(A ,4 + A23) go + 2iAz4] e ‘m’ eiprs 
t-~~~[-i(A,,-A~~)5~]e~‘“~‘e~‘“~” 
+ ipl; [i(A ,4 - A,,)rfo] eivr’ eiurs. 
Let p = Arg &, - i In 1501, so pk = ,u + 2kn for k = 0, & 1, f 2, . . . . and then 
introduce the functions m(t) = eipf and n(r) = e w  and the orthonormal 
sequence of functions 
Qk (t) = er2knr, k = 0, + 1, &2, . . . . 
for L* [0, 11. The Qk also arise naturally in Case V; they form an orthonor- 
ma1 basis for L* [0, 11, although we do not use this fact here. From the 
above we see that 
kernelofP,=am(t)~,(t)Iz(s)~,(s)+bn(t)~~,(t)m(s)~~,(s) 
+ Cn(t) @-k(f) n(s) @k(s) + dm(r) m(s) @-k(S), (3.9) 
k = 0, &- 1, f2, . . . . where a, 6, c, d are constants. Introducing the bounded 
linear operators Mu(t) = m(t) u(t), Nu( t ) = n( t ) u( t ), and 
Qkdt) = (% @k) @k(t), &U(f) = (u, Q-k) @k(t), k=O, fl, +2 ,..., 
on L*[O, 11, it is immediate that 
P,=aMQ,N+bNQ-,M+cNRmmkN+dMRkM, k=O, fl, -t2 ,.... 
(3.10) 
Now let 52 be any finite subset of the integers. Then it is easy to check 
that 
and hence, from (3.10) 
Q lat llMll /INIl + 161 IINII IIMII + ICI lINIl*+ Idl IIMII’, kESZ. 
(3.11) 
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This shows that the family of all finite sums of the projections associated 
with L is uniformly bounded, and from Theorem 0.3 we have 
s I = s I . (3.12) 
Finally, in Case III the coefficient matrix A can have three possible 
normalized forms, viz. 
1 
A= h, 
0 0 
0 0 1 d, 1 
with d,# -h,, h, # fl, and d,# +l; or 
1 
A= 6, 
0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
with h, # Al; or 
0 1 0 
A= 
0 0 1 0 1 L&) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
with do # + 1. If A has the normalized form (3.13) then by Theorem 0.1 L 
is self-adjoint iff 
6, do= 1. (3.16) 
Therefore, there are many examples of both self-adjoint and non-self- 
adjoint differential operators belonging to Case III. 
In the following theorem we summarize the results for Case III. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case III, 
and let to, no = l/t,, be the roots of the quadratic polynomial Q. Then the 
spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements are 
Ak =p:, k=O, & 1, f2, . . . . where pk = (Arg to + 2kn)- iln 1501. k =O, 
k 1, +2, . . . . and where the corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
are v,=m,=l, k=O, *l, +2 ,.... In addition, the family of all finite sums 
of the projections associated with L is uniformly bounded, S, = s, = 
L’[O, 11, and M, = {O}. 
4. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE IV 
Case IV is treated as a perturbation of Case III, the technique being 
similar to the way Case II was treated as a perturbation of Case I. The dif- 
ferential operator L belongs to Case IV provided it satisfies the conditions 
.I 
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A,,=& A,,+AsZO, A,,+A23# T(An+Ad A,,#O. 
(4.1 
In this case (0.2) gives 
A(p) = i(A,, + Az3) pe QJ 
x [ei~‘-501CeiP-rlol- i(A,4$>,,Ip Ce*‘“- ll} 
i 
(4.2) 
for the characteristic determinant, where &,, q0 are the roots of the 
quadratic polynomial Q (see (0.4)) with tOr],= 1 and [O#qO. Clearly the 
nonzero zeros of A are determined by the function F(p) =f(~) + g(p), 
where f(p) = [e’” - ro][eiP - q,J and 
A 
g(p) = - 34 
~(A14 + A23)p 
[e*” - 11. 
It follows from Theorem 12.1(c) that the nonzero zeros of A are given by 
two sequences 
pk = (Arg to + 2k7C) - i ln I&,/ + Ek with l&k/ <h, 
(4.3) 
ik=(-Argr,+2kn)+iln15,(-&k with l&Fk[ d &, 
k= fk,, )(k,+ l), . . . . plus a finite number of additional zeros, where 
y > 0 is a constant and k, is a positive integer, where Pk # ir for all k, 1, and 
where each pk and each [, is a zero of order 1 of A. We can assume without 
loss of generality that ik = --pPk for k = + k,, &- (k, + l), . . . . Also, we note 
that 
A”‘(p )= -(A k 14 +A 23 )[erpk-epiPk ]pk+i(A14+A23)[eiP~+e-‘pA] 
-iA34[eiPk+ep’PI-] +2i(A,,+ A,,), (4.4) 
k= fk,, k (k, + 1 ), . . . . Thus, the eigenvalues of L are given by the 
sequence 
fL=p:, k= fk,, k(k,+ l), . . . . (4.5) 
plus a finite number of additional eigenvalues, with the corresponding 
algebraic multiplicities and ascents being 
Vk=mk= 1, k= fk,, f(k,+ l), . . . . (4.6) 
409 14h,l-I? 
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Next, let us consider the projections 
PkU(f)= 
2 ’ 
i d”‘(P,) s 
Of, s; pl,) u(s) d.7, k = kk,,. & (k,, + 1 ). . . . . (4.7) 
0 
that project L’[O, l] onto I t‘(L(l,)) along &‘(L(i,)), where 
V( t. S; pk) = Jjpk [ - i(A 14 + A 23) e”‘” - 2iA 24] eipkr e ‘pk’ 
+~Pk[-i(A,4-A23)e’Pk]e~“‘“‘e~“‘k” 
+tpk[I’(A,J-A23)e~‘pk] erf’rrerpk’ 
+ 4 /,j 34 e”k [elPkr e ‘I%’ _ e IPkl e i/W-j 
+ +A,, e ‘Ok Ce ‘Pkf e”‘k’ _ erPkr erPk.\] (4.8) 
by (0.7). Let p=Arg to- iln Ital, which gives p,=p+2kn+~, for 
k = +k,, -t (k, + 1 ), . . . . let a,,pk, k= +k,, +(k,+l) ,..., and uk, h,, 
k = fk,, &(k, + l), . . . . be the constants and functions introduced in 
Section 2; and let m, n, and Qk, k = f k,, Ifr (k, + 1 ), . . . . be the functions 
introduced in Section 3. In terms of these quantities we have 
efPk=tO[l +M,] with Ia,1 d &, 
(4.9) 
e P’““=‘lo[l 1-/?k] with lPkl d 6, 
and 
eip”‘=m(t)@k(t)[l +ak(t)] with hll uD d k, 
(4.10) 
e -i”“‘=n(t)@_,(t)[l +&,(t)] with II&AK G A3 
k= +k,, +(k,+ l), . . . . Upon substituting these results into (4.4) and (4.8), 
we get 
A”‘(P,) = (A 14 + Az)(vo- Cob + 2kn) + wk, (4.11) 
k= +k,, +(k,+ l), . . . . where 10~1 Gy, and 
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V(t,s;p,)=~(~+22k7c)[-i(A,,+A,,)4, 
- 2iA*,l m(t) @k(t) 4s) @k(J) 
+~(~1+2k7c)CI’(A,,+A,,)rlo 
+ 2iAJ n(t) @-k(f) m(s) Q(S) 
+~(11+2k~)C-i(A,,-A,,)501 n(t) @Q(f)dS)@k(S) 
+5(cl+2k7C)CI’(A,,-A23)q01 
x m(t) @k(f) 4s) @-k(S) + h(L S)? (4.12) 
k = + k,, + (k, + 1 ), . . . . where the function $k is continuous on the square 
[0, l] x [0, l] with lldkllz <y (cf. to (3.4) and (3.8)). It follows that 
kernelofP,=am(t)~,(t)n(s)~,(s)+bn(t)~~,(t)m(s)~~,(s) 
+ c4t) @-k(f) 4s) @k(S) 
+ dm(t) @k(f) m(s) @-k(S) + @,(t, s), (4.13) 
k = f k,, + (k, + 1 ), . . . . where a, b, c, d are the constants introduced in 
Case III and where the function 8, is continuous on [0, l] x [0, l] with 
IleA, Grllkl (cf. to (3.9)). 
Let M, N and Qk, R,, k = &-k,, + (k, + l), . . . . be the bounded linear 
operators introduced in Section 3, and let P, and E, be the bounded linear 
operators defined by 
and 
Eku(f) = !” O,(t, s) u(s) ds 
0 
for k= fk,, +(k,+ l), . . . . The Pk form a subset of the projections 
associated with the Case III differential operator i determined by the 
parameters A^,,=A,,=O, a,,=A,,, Ai4=Ai4, Az3=A13, Al,,=A,,, 
ax4=0, and the Ek satisfy llEkll < llOkllm <y/lkl. Clearly 
P,=&+E,, k= +k,, +(k,+ l), . . . . (4.14) 
which can also be written as 
P,=&+@,E,+E,P,+E;, k= +k,, i-(k,+ l), . . . . (4.15) 
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Now suppose 52 is any finite subset of { &k,,, i (k, + 1 ), . . . 1. By (3.11 ) 
there exists a constant I’, > 0 such that 
Using the fact that 
P,* = tiN*Q,M* + bM*Q_ kN* + TN*RkN* + dM*Rp,M*, 
a similar argument shows that 
~~~~~i,(=~~ZarE:!~~~2(~,~)‘;21 kE52, 
and clearly 
II il 
-?I 1 
CE:. C&J” c ifi;, keR. 
k=l 
Combining all the pieces, we conclude that 
While the bound is (4.16) ignores a finite number of the projections 
associated with L, it follows from (4.16) that the family of all finite sums 
of the projections associated with L is uniformly bounded. Also, by 
Theorem 0.3 
s,=s,. (4.17) 
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Finally, the coefficient matrix A can have three possible normalized 
forms in Case IV: 
6, 
0 
A= [ 
1 
bo 0 0 1 d, 1 
with do+ -b,, b,# 51, d,# fl, and &+O: or 
[ 
1 
A= 6, a0 
0 
0 0 0 1 1 
with b,# +l and ao#O; or 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
with do # f 1 and b, # 0. When A is in the normalized form (4.18), then by 
Theorem 0.1 L is self-adjoint iff 
b,d,= 1 and Argb,=Arg(+b,). (4.21) 
Thus, Case IV contains many examples of both self-adjoint and non-self- 
adjoint differential operators. 
For Case IV the results are summarized in 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to CaseIV, and 
let to, no = 115, be the roots of the quadratic polynomial Q. Then the spec- 
trum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements consist qf a 
sequence Ak = p:, k = rt k,, k (k, + 1 ), . . . . plus a finite number of additional 
points, where pk = (Arg to + 2kz) - i In 1[o1 + Ed with 1~~1 < y/lkl, k = +k,, 
+ (k, + I), . . . . and where the corresponding algebraic multiplicities and 
ascents are vk = mk = 1, k = f k,, f (k, + l), .., . In addition, the family of all 
finite sums of the projections associated with L is untformly bounded, 
S,=S,=L”[O,l],andM,=(O}. 
5. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE V 
Cases V and VI are the cases involving multiple eigenvalues, and they 
are relatively simple to treat because the spectral quantities can all be 
calculated explicitly. It is in the ascent mk of &Z-L that one is dis- 
tinguished from the other (mk = 1 versus mk = 2). For the differential 
operator L to belong to Case V, it must satisfy 
A,,=& A,,+A23#O,A,4+&= T(A,,+A,,),A34=0,A13=A24. 
(5.1) 
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The characteristic determinant for this case is given by (0.2) as 
A(p)= fi(A,,+A,,)pe rp[e’c’f 11’. (5.2) 
Clearly the nonzero zeros of A are determined by the function 
0) = [elP - 5o12, where to= + 1 according to whether A,, + AI3 = 
T  (‘4 13 + A,,). 
Using Theorem 12.1(b), the nonzero zeros of A are given by the 
sequence 
k = + 1, + 2, . . . . for to= 1, 
k=O, kl, k2 ,..., fort,= -1, (5.3) 
where each Pk is a zero of order 2 of A. For these Pk we note that 
&,) = A’%,) = 0, (5.4) 
and 
A”‘(Pk) = 264~3 + A2,)pk # 0, d(3’(pk)=6i(A,3 +A,,)#0 (5 5 . . 
Consequently, the nonzero eigenvalues of L are given by the sequence 
ik = p;, k = 1, 2, . . . . (5.6 
with corresponding algebraic multiplicities 
1 
\Ik = 2, k = 1, 2, . . . . (5.7) 
The ascent of A,Z- L must still be determined. 
Next, we study the projections 
vp(t,s;Pk)- v(f,s;pk)’ 
Ac3’(P,) 
3 Ac2’(P,) I 
4s) 4 (5.8) 
k = 1, 2, . . . . which map L2[0, 11 OntO x(L(&)) along %?(L(&)) (see (0.6)). 
Using (0.7), the first four equations in (5.1), and the fact that 
eipk = to = f 1, we obtain 
(5.9) 
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and 
-(A,,-A,,)sinpk(f-S) 
+50(A14-A23)PkCOSP~(.(t+S) 
--iro(A,,-A*3)Pk(l+S)COSPk(f+S) 
-to(A14-A23)sin~k(tfs) (5.10) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . and hence, substituting (5.5), (Kg), and (5.10) into (5.8), we 
see that 
kernel of Pp = 2 cos pkf cos pks + 2 sin pk t sin pks 
+2 A,,-‘424 A +A (t -s)[cos pkt cos pks + sinp,t sinpksJ 
13 24 
- xl A 14 - A 23 A +A [cospktcospkS-sinp,tsinp,s] 
13 24 
+ 2~5, ;I4 ii23 (t + s)[cos pkf cos pks - sin pkt sin pk.s] 
13 24 
(5.11) 
for k= 1, 2, . . . . Up to this point we have not utilized the condition 
A i3 = A,, in (5.1). Consequently, all of our results so far are valid for both 
Case V and Case VI. At this juncture we begin to examine the significance 
of the conditions A i, = AZ4 (Case V) and A,3 # A,, (Case VI). 
In [S] it is shown that the Green’s function for 1.Z-- L has the represen- 
tation 
G(t, s; A)= 
H(t,s;@=F(LKP) 
D(l) iP4P) 
(5.12) 
for t # s in [0, 11 and 2 = p’ # 0 in p(L), where for fixed t, S, t #s, the func- 
tions H(t, S; ;1) and F(-(t, S; p) are entire functions in ,? and p, respectively. 
Also, at each eigenvalue I, = p:, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
D(A) = (A - %k)2h(A), h(i) entire, h(&) # 0, 
4P)=(p-pd2f(P), f(p)entire,f(~~)fO, 
F(f. s; Pk) = V(f. s; Pk). 
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and hence, by (5.12) 
H(r, s; E.k) = 
4p,lz(i,) V( t, .s; pl, ) 
if(P, 1 
for all t#s in [0, I] (see [8, Eq. (4.3)]). 
For k = 1,2, . . . let mk denote the ascent of 1,1- L, and let I, denote the 
order of the zero of H( ., .; A) at A, (Ik 3 0). From [S, Eq. (4.1)] we have 
mk + I, = \‘k = 2 for k= I, 2, . (5.14) 
Therefore, in Cases V and VI we must either have nzk = I, I, = 1, or nik = 2, 
Ik = 0. Now if L belongs to Case V, A i3 = AZ4, then by [8, Theorem 2.23 
A,,=Az, and hence, I’(., .;pA)-O by (5.9) and H(...;A,)=O by (5.13) 
i.e., Ik 3 1. From (5.14) it follows that 
mk=lk= I, k = 1~ 2. . . . . (5.15) 
for L belonging to Case V. On the other hand, if L belongs to Case VI, 
AIX+AM, then repeating the above argument A,, #A,,, H( ., .; 1,) f 0, 
and I, = 0, so 
nlk = 2, I, = 0, k = I, 2, . . . . (5.16) 
for L belonging to Case VI. 
It is now a simple matter to complete the discussion of Case V. From the 
above we have 
cos pk t cos pk s + sin ,ok t sin pks] U(S) ds, (5.17) 
k = I, 2, . . . . Since each Pk has a real symmetric kernel, the P, are 
orthogonal projections, and by (0.8), for any finite subset 52 of {I, 2, . ..}. 
the operator C P,, k E 0, is an orthogonal projection with 
Thus, the family of all finite sums of the projections associated with L is 
uniformly bounded, and by Theorem 0.3 
s, =s,. (5.19) 
Finally, for Case V only one normalized form is possible for the coef- 
ficient matrix A: 
1 
A= fl 
0 0 
0 0 IT1 1 ’ (5.20) 
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where the T 1 is determined according to whether A ,4 + A,, = 
f (A r3 + A,,), i.e., to = f 1. This matrix corresponds to periodic or anti- 
periodic boundary conditions for L. From Theorem 0.1 it is immediate that 
L is always self-adjoint in Case V. Also, using (0.3) we can check that 
i,=O is an eigenvalue of L when A,,+A,,= -(A,,+A,,) and is not an 
eigenvalue when A ,4 + A,, = A + A,,. 13 In the former case \I,, = m, = 1 and 
I’&t) = j’ u(s) ds. (5.21) 
The results of this section relevant to Case V are summarized in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case V. Then 
the spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements are 
2, =p;, k= 1, 2, . . . . where pk = 2kx when A,, + A,, = -(A,, + A,,) and 
pk = (2k - 1 )x when A ,4 + AZ3 = A 13 + A,,, k = 1,2, . . . . plus the point A,, = 0 
when A 14 + A,, = - (A ,3 + A 24), and where the corresponding algebraic mul- 
tiplicities and ascents are vk = 2, mk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . In addition, the farnil-v 
of all finite sums of the projections associated with L is umform1.y bounded, 
S, = s, = L*[O, 11, and M, = (0). 
6. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE VI 
Approximately half of the spectral theory for Case VI has already been 
developed in Section 5; we complete the other half in this section. To 
belong to Case VI, the differential operator L must satisfy the conditions 
A,,=O,A,,+A,,ZO,A,,+A23=f(A,3+A24),A34=O,A,3ZA24. (6.1) 
For the sake of completeness and ease of reference, let us list the results for 
Case VI established in the last section: 
The characteristic determinant is given by 
A(p)= fi(A,, + A,,) pee’“[e@T 11’. (6.2) 
Setting to = f 1 according to whether A,, + A,, = T (A,, + A,,), the non- 
zero zeros of A are specified by the sequence 
k=+l +2 - , - , . . . . for to = 1, 
k=O, fl, +2 ,..., fort,= -1, (6.3) 
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where each pk is a zero of order 2 of A. The nonzero eigenvalues of L are 
then given by the sequence 
7 
A, = pi, k = 1, 2, . . . . (6.4) 
with corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
vk = m, = 2, k= 1, 2, . (6.5) 
The point A0 = 0 is also an eigenvalue of L with v0 = m,, = 1 when 
A,,+AZ3= -(A,,+A,,) and is not an eigenvalue when A,,+A,,= 
A,,+A*,. For k = 1,2, the projection P, of L2 [0, l] onto the 
generalized eigenspace .I’-(L(/1,)) along B(L(1,)) is the integral operator 
V,(t,s;p,)- V(r,s;p,). 
A’3’(~,) 
3 Ac2’(p,) 1 
u(s) ds, (6.6) 
where the various quantities appearing in (6.6) are given explicitly by (5.5), 
(5.9), and (5.10). In particular, for k = 1, 2, we have 
kernel of P, = 2 cos pli t cos pks + 2 sin pk t sin pks 
+ 2a(t - s)[cos pk t cos pks + sin pk t sin pks] 
- 25,h[cos pk t cos p,s - sin pk t sin pks] 
+2toh(t +S)[COS pkt cos p,s-sin pkt sin pl,s] (6.7) 
with a= (A,, -A24)/(A13+A24)+o and h=(A,,-A23)/(A13+A24)#0. 
Unlike Case V the kernel of P, no longer simplifies to any extent from the 
form (6.7). 
Next, we introduce the two orthonormal sequences 
cjk (t) = $ sin knt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
and 
*o(t) = 1, $,Jt)=$cosknt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
for L2 [0, 11. The It/k have already appeared as the eigenfunctions in Case I 
(Neumann boundary conditions), while the #k will play a similar role in 
Case X (Dirichlet boundary conditions). Let 
@, (t ) = Jz sin pk t, Y~(t)=$iCOSpkt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
so 
@k(f) = dZk(f), 
@Pk(f)=h-I(f)r 
Y,(t) = $Zk(t)> k = 1, 2, . . . . for to= 1, 
Y,(t) = $2k ~1 (t), k = 1, 2, . . . . for co= -1, 
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and 
(@k, @,) = (Y!f, Y,) = dk, (6.8) 
for k, I= 1, 2, . . . . Introducing the bounded linear operators Mu(t) = tu( t ) 
and 
S,ku(t) = (4 @k) @k(t), Tk4f) = (u, Y,) Yk(f), k = 1, 2, . . . . 
on L’[O, 11, it follows from (6.7) that 
P,= T,+S,+a[MT,-T,M+MS,-SkM] 
-t&T,-S,] +&,b[MTk+ T,M-MS,-SkM] (6.9) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Letting Q be any finite subset of { 1,2, . ..}. we see from (6.8) that C Sk, 
k E 52, and 1 Tk, k E Q, are orthogonal projections on L2 [0, 11, and hence, 
by (6.9) 
II II 
1 Pk <2+4 Ial +6 14, kEi2. (6.10) 
This implies that the family of all finite sums of the projections associated 
with L is uniformly bounded, and from Theorem 0.3 we conclude that 
s,=s,. (6.11) 
Finally, for Case VI the coefficient matrix A can have three possible 
normalized forms, namely, 
(6.12) 
with either b,= fl, d,,#l, and do+ -1 or 
b, # -1; or 
with d,= fl, b,#l, and 
1 
A= [ fl 
0 0 
0 0 0 1;  
or 
0 1 0 0 
A= 
0 0 1 fl 1 ; 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
in all cases the T 1 is determined according to whether A,, + A,, = 
T (A,, + A,,). In addition, any differential operator L belonging to Case VI 
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is not self-adjoint; this follows from Theorem 0.1 or from the fact that 
mk = 2 for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
We summarize the results for Case VI in 
THEOREM 6.1. Let L be a dlyferential operator belonging to Case VI. 
Then the spectrum a(L) is an infinite countable subset of 62 whose elements 
are~,=p:,k=l,2,...,Mllzerep,=2k~whenA,,+A2~=-(A,,+A,,)and 
pk=(2k-1)~ IrlhenA,,+A23=A,3+A24, k=1,2 ,..., plus thepoint 1.,=0 
when A,, + AZ3 = - (A ,3 + A,,), and where the corresponding algebraic mul- 
tiplicities and ascents are vk = mk = 2, k = 1, 2, . . . . In addition, the family of‘ 
all ,finite sums of the projections associated with L is uniformly bounded, 
S,, = s, = L* [0, I], and M, = {O}. 
7. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE VII 
Cases VII and VIII are among the most complicated and unusual of our 
11 cases. In their treatment half of the spectral quantities can be calculated 
explicitly, while the other half must be computed using perturbation 
methods. It is helpful to think of these two cases as being formed from 
perturbations of Cases V and VI due to the presence of the A,, terms. The 
effect of these terms is to break apart the double eigenvalues Ak of Cases V 
and VI into pairs of simple eigenvalues 1, and E.; for Cases VII and VIII. 
To actually distinguish between Case VII and Case VIII, we look at the 
structure of the associated projections (bounded versus unbounded). 
The differential operator L belongs to Case VII if it satisfies the 
conditions 
A,,=O,A,,+A,,#O,A,,+A,,=T(A,,+A~~),A~~#O,A,~=A~~. (7.1) 
For this case (0.2) yields 
(7.2) 
for the characteristic determinant. Defining to = + 1 according to whether 
A,, + A,, = f (A,, + A,,), the nonzero zeros of A are clearly determined by 
the nonzero zeros of the two functions f(p) = e”- to and F(p) = 
f(p)+&) where 
g(P)= 
5ClA34 
l(A 13 + A,,)P 
[e’” + to]. 
Note that f and F have no zeros in common. 
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From Theorem 12.2 we see that the nonzero zeros of A are given by two 
sequences: 
k = &- 1, f. 2, . . . . for ?&=l, 
k=O, +l, +2 ,..., for to= -1, 
(7.3) 
and 
Pb= P/c+% with (Q( <k, k= S_k,, f(k,+ 1) ,..., (7.4) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant and k. 
is a positive integer, where pk # p; for all k, 1, and where each pk and each 
p; is a zero of order 1 of A. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
plk= -p; for k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . when to= 1 and that plckdL,= -p; for 
k = k, + 1, k, + 2, . . . when t,, = - 1. Also, these zeros satisfy 
A”‘(p,) = -2i&,A,, (5.5) 
and 
A”‘(p;) = 22&434 + 
i&4;, e-‘qf?‘P~ + &]’ 
(‘413 + A24)(Pb)2 ’ 
(7.6) 
where these quantities have been simplified using 
e=&)= fl, eid + to = - to A 34 CeiPi + Ll 
i(‘413+‘424) P; . 
(7.7) 
Therefore, the eigenvalues of L are given by the two sequences 
J.,=PL k = 1, 2, . . . . (7.8) 
and 
2; = (pb)? k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . (7.9) 
plus a finite number of additional eigenvalues, with corresponding 
algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
Vk = nlk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (7.10) 
and 
respectively. 
v; = rnh = 1, k = k,, k,, + 1, . . . . (7.11) 
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Next, consider the projections P,, k = 1, 2, . . . . and P;, k = k,. k,, + 1. . . . . 
which map L*[O, l] onto ,+‘(L(&)) along &‘(L(AI;)) and onto . t‘(L(A;)) 
along B’(L(&)), respectively. From (0.5) these projections are given by 
2 
s 
’ 
pkU(t) = 
d”‘(p,) 
f’(t, s; pk) 4s) ds, k = 1, 2, . . . . (7.12) 
2 0 
and 
PLu(t) = 
2 ’ 
z d”‘(ph) s 
V( t, .Y; ph) u(s) ds, k=k,,k,+ 1, . . . . (7.13) 
0 
where V( ., .; pk) and I’( ., .; p;) are determined by (0.7). In particular, 
ut, s; Pk)= -(A,, -A2,)p,sinp,(r-s)-50(A,,-A23)~ksinp,(t+.~) 
+ (,A,, cos Pk (t - s) - COA,, cm Pk(f + s), k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(7.14) 
Now from [S, Theorem 2.23 we have A i4 - AZ3 = S(A ,3 - A24) where 6 can 
be either + 1 or - 1, and combining this fact with (7.12), (7.5), and (7.14), 
we see that 
kernel of Pk = 2 sin pk t sin pks 
-~(A,,-.4,,)p,[sinp,(r-s)+Br,sinp,(r+s)] 
34 
(7.15) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . In our discussion to this point we have not used the last 
condition in (7.1), and hence, all the results to this point are valid in both 
Case VII and Case VIII. Let us now take a close look at the implications 
when A,,=A,, (Case VII) and A,,#A,, (Case VIII). 
Imposing the condition A ,3 = AZ4 for Case VII, Eq. (7.15) simplifies to 
kernel of P, = 2 sin pk t sin pks, k = 1, 2, . . . . (7.16) 
Thus, the projections P,, k = 1,2, . . . . are precisely the orthogonal projec- 
tions S,, k = 1, 2, . . . . introduced in Section 6, and by our previous work, if 
Sz is any finite subset of { 1, 2, . ..I. then 
(7.17) 
In dramatic contrast, we will show that IIPJ + m as k + cc in Case VIII 
because of the presence of the second term on the right side of (7.15). 
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To complete Case VII, we still must examine the projections Ph, k = k,, 
k. + 1, . . . . given by (7.13). The condition A ,3 = AZ4 yields the companion 
result A ,4 = A 23 by [S, Theorem 2.21, so A,,+A,,= -2&J,, and 
A,, - A,, = 0. Using these conditions and (7.7) we obtain from (0.7) 
k=ko, k,+ 1, . . . . LetCtk,flk,k=k,,k,+l,..., anda,,b,,k=k,,k,+l,..., 
be the constants and functions introduced in Section 2. From our earlier 
work we know that 
eiPi=<O[l +a,] with IQ <i, 
(7.19) 
e -i”i=&)[l +ljk] with lbk[ $, 
and 
eip~r=erpi’[l +ak(t)] with IIakll x 6 5, 
(7.20) 
e ~ wjr = e ~ imf cl + b/c(f)] with llbkil II, d i, 
k = k,, k,, + 1, . . . When these results are substituted into (7.6) and (7.18), 
we obtain 
d”‘(p;) = 2it0A,, + wk, (7.21 ) 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the Constant ok Satisfies lWk/ 6 y/k2, and 
v(bs;Ph)= -25,A,,cosp,s+~,(r,s), (7.22) 
k= k,, k, + 1, . . . . where the function dk is continuous on [0, l] x [0, 11 
with ll#kll isc <y/k. We conclude that 
kernel of Pi = 2 cos pk t cos pks + tIk (r, s), k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (7.23) 
where the function ok is continuous on [0, l] x [0, l] with llOkll cL <y/k. 
Let T,, k = 1, 2, . . . . be the orthogonal projections introduced in 
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Section 6, and let E,, k = k,. k, + 1, . . . . be the bounded linear operators on 
L2 [0, l] defined by 
E,~(t)=j-; O,(t,s)u(s)d.s 
with I( E,lI 6 llOkll r 6 y/k. In view of (7.23) we have 
P;=T,+E,=T,+T,E,+E,T,+E,Z, 
k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . If Q’ is any finite subset of {k,, k, + 1 
proceeding as in Section 2 it follows that 
(7.24) 
), then 
(7.25) 
Combining (7.17) and (7.25), we see that the family of all finite sums of the 
projections associated with L is uniformly bounded, and in addition, by 
Theorem 0.3 
s, = s,, (7.26) 
Finally, the coefficient matrix A can have only one possible normalized 
form in Case VII, viz. 
(7.27) 
with b0 # 0, where the f 1 is determined according to whether A ,4 + A,, = 
f (A,, + A,,), i.e., co = + 1. For A in this normalized form, by 
Theorem 0.1, L is self-adjoint iff 
ho= h,. (7.28) 
Therefore, there are many examples of both self-adjoint and non-self- 
adjoint differential operators in Case VII. 
We summarize the results for Case VII in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let L he a differential operator belonging to Case VII. 
Then the spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of C whose elements 
consist of two sequences lk =pi, k= 1,2, . . . . and 2; = (pi)‘, k = k,, 
k, + 1, . . . . plus a finite number of additional points, where pk = 2kx when 
A,,+A,,= -(A,,+A,,) and pk=(2k-1)~ when A,,+A,,=A,,+A,,, 
k= 1, 2, . . . . where p;=pk +c, with 1.~~1 <y/k, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and where 
the corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents are vk = mk = 1, 
k = 1, 2, . . . . and v; = rn; = 1, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . respectively. In addition, the 
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family of all finite sums of the projections associated with L is uniformly 
bounded, S, = s, = L* [0, 11, and M,= = (0). 
8. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE VIII 
In our discussion of Case VIII we first summarize the results already 
established, and then show that the associated projections are unbounded- 
this is the distinguishing feature between Case VII and Case VIII. To 
belong to Case VIII, the differential operator L must satisfy 
A,,=O,A,,+A*3#0, 
(8.1) 
fl,,+A,,= r(A,3+A24),A34ZO,A13ZA*4. 
From the last section we have the following: 
The characteristic determinant is 
A(p)= Ti(A1~+A,,)pe-‘“[eiPT1] 
i 
[eLPfllf 
i(A,3?42e)p Ce’P *‘I}’ 
(8.2) 
Setting to= f 1 accordcing to whether A,, +A,, = T(A,, +A,,), the non- 
zero zeros of A are given by two sequences 
k=+l +2 _ , - 9 ...’ for to= 1, 
k = 0, f 1, + 2, . . . . for &= -1, 
(8.3) 
and 
P;=Pk+&k with l&k1 <&,k= fko, f(k,+ l), . . . . (8.4) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where pk # pi for all k, I and where 
each pk and each p; is a zero of order 1 of A. The eigenvalues of L are then 
given by the corresponding sequences 
Ak=P:, k = 1, 2, . . . . 63.5) 
and 
2; = (P;)*, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (8.6) 
plus a finite number of additional eigenvalues, with the associated algebraic 
multiplicities and ascents being 
vk=mk= 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (8.7) 
409 146 I-Ii 
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and 
11; = nz; = 1. k=k,,k,+ I, . . . . (8.8 1 
respectively. Also, for k = 1, 2, the projection P, of L’ [0, 1 ] onto 
c 4’-(L(A,)) along B(L(Ak)) is given by 
P,u(t)=J’ {2sinp,tsinp,s 
0 
- 5,+p, [sinp,(t --.Y)+S~~ sin pk(t +s)]) U(S) ds, (8.9) 
where u = (A ,3 - A24)/A34 # 0 and where S can be either + 1 or - 1. There 
are also the projections P’,, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . which map L’[O, l] onto 
L V’(L(&)) along 9(L(I&)). 
The next step is to calculate the norms of the P, by using an elementary 
lemma. 
h34MA 8.0. Let H be a Hilbert space, and let P: H + H be a projection 
which has a one-dimensional range. If x0, y0 E H satisf?? Px = (.u, J’~).u,, 
for all x E H, then the range of P is spanned h-v x0, (x,,, yO) = 1, and 
IlPll = II Yell II-%lI. 
For k= 1, 2, . . . let 
dk(t) = J5 sin pk t, 
and 
ok(t) = Ji sin pk t - J3 (“5~~ cos pk t. 
Then it is immediate from (8.9) that either 
Pk4t) = (~4 ok) dk(f) or pk4t) = (u, $k) ‘hk(f) (8.10) 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . and a simple calculation shows that 
IMkll = 1 and ll$kll = /I(jJkll = Cl + la12P3”2 (8.11) 
for k = 1, 2, . . Therefore, by Lemma 8.0 
IIPkll = Cl + 142P:l”22 I4 Pk, k = 1, 2, . . . . (8.12) 
We conclude that IIPJ + oz as k + m, and by Theorem 0.3 
ST #ST. (8.13) 
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Finally, there are three possible normalized forms for the coefficient 
matrix A in Case VIII: 
1 
A= 
b, 0 h, 
0 0 1 cl, 1 (8.14) 
with either b,=fl, d,#l, &f-l, and 6,#0 or with &=Tl, b,Zl, 
6, # -1, and b,#O; or 
1 
a, 
0 
A= Tl 0 0 0 1  
with a, # 0; or 
0 1 0 
A= b, 0 0 1 fl 1 
(8.15 
(8.16 
with b, # 0; in all these cases the T 1 is determined according to whether 
AI4 + A,, = T (A,, + A,,). None of the differential operators L belonging 
to Case VIII are self-adjoint; this is easily seen from Theorem 0.1 or from 
the fact that llPkli + co. Also, Case VIII is precisely the class of Birkhoff- 
regular differential operators which are nonspectral (see the table in [S, 
Section 7]), and Walker’s example [ 111 belongs to Case VIII. 
The results for Case VIII are summarized in 
THEOREM 8.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case VIII. 
Then the spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of C whose elements 
consist of two sequences & = p:, k = 1, 2, . . . . and 1.; = (pi)*, k = k, + 1, . . . . 
plus a finite number of additional points, where pk = 2kn when A ,4 + A,, = 
-(A,,+A,,) and Pk=(2k-l)n when A,,+A23=A13+A24, k=l,2,..., 
where pb = pk + Ek with 1~~1 < yk, k = k,, k,+ 1, . . . . and where the corre- 
sponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents are vk = mk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . and 
v;=m;= 1, k=k,, k,+ l,..., respectively. In addition, the family of all 
finite sums of the projections associated with L is unbounded, 
S,#s,, 3, =L’[O, 11, and M, = (0). 
9. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE IX 
The analysis of Case IX is complicated by the need to use perturbation 
methods throughout. While the other cases pair up in a natural way, this 
case stands off by itself. The differential operator L belongs to Case IX 
provided it satisfies 
A ,z = 0, A,,+A,,=O, A,,#& A,,+A,,#O. (9.1) 
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For this case the characteristic determinant is given by (0.2) as 
A(p)= -2iA,,[sinp-Kp], (9.2) 
where K= (A 13 + A,,)/A 34 # 0. Clearly the nonzero zeros of A are deter- 
mined by the function F(p) = sin p - Kp. 
For k = 1, 2, . . . set 
VU;= -$.,=ArgK+(2k+$)rr+iln{2 [RI [ArgR+(2k+i)rr]} 
and 
(9.3) 
pi= -~~.k=ArgK+(2k+$)n-iln(2 ]ly] ArgK+(2k+$)rc]}. (9.4) 
From Theorem 12.3 it follows that the nonzero zeros of A are given by two 
sequences 
p;=p;+E;, In WI with I& <y ,k, -, k= fko, f(k,+ l), . . . . (9.5) 
and 
p;(=p;:+&;: with lell 6 J ,k, , 1 g k= fko, &(k,+ l), . . . . (9.6) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant and k, 
is a positive integer, where p; # p;’ for all k, I, and where each pb and each 
pi is a zero of order 1 of A. We can assume without loss of generality that 
p’lk = -pb and plk = -pi for k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . Thus, the eigenvalues of 
L are given by the two sequences 
1”; = (pb)f k=ko, k,+ 1, . . . . (9.7) 
and 
2; = (pi)‘, k=ko, k,+ 1, . . . . (9.8) 
plus a finite number of additional eigenvalues, with corresponding 
algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
vb=mi= 1, k = ko, k, + 1, . . . . (9.9) 
and 
11; = m[ = 1, k = ko, k, + 1, . . . . (9.10) 
respectively. 
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Next, let Ph, k = ko, k, + 1, . . . . and P;, k = k,,, k, + 1, . . . . be the projec- 
tions from L2[0, l] onto .A’(L(&)) along B?(L(&)) and onto ,V(L(AL)) 
along &?(L(A[)), respectively. We are going to show that the P; are 
unbounded, a similar result being valid for the Pi. Now 
PLu(t) = 
2 ’ 
i d’“(p;) s 
f’(r, s; P;) 4s) 4 k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . (9.11) 
0 
where 
(9.12) 
and 
V(t,s;p;)=A,,cosp;(l+t-s)-A,,cosp;(l-t-s) 
+2A,,pbsinpb(l-t-s)+2A2&sinp;(t-s) (9.13) 
by (0.7). Using the relations p; = (l/K) sin p; and A34= (A,, +A,,)/K 
together with various trig identities, these quantities can be simplified to 
d”‘(p;)= -2iA3,[&z5@-K] (9.14) 
and 
V(t,s;P;)= -~[A,,siny;rsinp;s+A,,sinp;isinp;(l-.F) 
+A,,sinp;(l-t)sinp;s-A,,sinp;(l--t)sinp;(l-s)] 
(9.15) 
for k = ko, k, + 1, . . . . 
The three constants A ,3, A 14 = -A,, , and A24 are not completely 
independent of each other in Case IX. Indeed, they are related by the 
fundamental quadratic Eq. (0.1): 
A,3A24= -Af4. (9.16) 
In case A,,#0 let a=-2/KA,,#O, b=A,,#O, and c=A14, while in 
case A 13=0 let a=2/KA,,#O, b=A,,=A,,=O, and c=A,,#O. Then 
employing (9.16), Eq. (9.15) simplifies further to 
V( t, s; p;) = a[b sin pit - c sin pi (1 - t)] [c sin ~bs + b sin p; (1 - s)] 
(9.17) 
for k = ko, k, + 1, . . . . where a # 0 and either b # 0 or c # 0. 
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In making calculations it is convenient to set pi = u; + ih;. A, = 
2a/iA”‘(p;), and 
d,(t)=bsinpkt-csinpb(l-t), ~,(t)=csinPht+hsinp;,(l -2) 
for k=kO, k,+ 1, . . . . Then from the above 
m4f) = A,(& It/k) 4k(fL k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (9.18) 
and by Lemma 8.0 
IIfYl = l4l IIdA IMkll, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . (9.19) 
where by direct calculation 
ll~k~j2=(lb~2+~c~2) -&sinh26;---&-sin2a6 
k k 1 
- (b? + cb) $ sin ai cash 6; - -& cos a; sinh bb 1 (9.20) k k 
and 
litik11*=(lb12+IcI’) -&sinh26;--&sin2ab 
c k k 1 
+ (bC + ~6) & sin a; cash I!$ - & cos ai sinh hi 
1 
. (9.21) 
k k 
Now from (9.3) and (9.5) we have 
IP;I Q $3 k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . 
and in addition, there exist positive constants p, p’ such that 
(9.22) 
and hence, 
It follows that 
In pk d b; < In p’k, k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . (9.23) 
& 
-- A>;& k=k,, k,+ 1, . . . . (9.24) 
I~“‘(P;)~ d y,k IAkl >F, 
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and 
for k=kO, k,+ 1, . . Combining all the pieces, we obtain the estimate 
(9.25 ) 
for k=k,,, k,+ 1, . . . . This shows that IIP;ll + cc as k -+ GO, and by 
Theorem 0.3 
s, #S,. (9.26) 
Finally, for Case IX the coefficient matrix A can have two possible 
normalized forms: 
1 
A= b, 
0 
b, 0 0 1 -h, 1 
with h,# +_t and b,#O, or 
0 1 
a, 
0 
A= 00 0 1  
(9.27 ) 
(9.28) 
with a, # 0. Also, using Theorem 0.1 or the fact that lIP;II + co, it follows 
that each differential operator L belonging to Case IX is not self-adjoint. 
Let us summarize the results for Case IX as 
THEOREM 9.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case IX, and 
let K= (Al3 + A24)/A34. Then the spectrum a(L) is an infinite countable 
subset of @ whose elements consist of two sequences A;= (p;)‘, k= k,, 
k, + 1, . . . . and ,I$ = (pi)‘, k = kO, k, + 1, . . . . plus a finite number of additional 
points, where p;=ArgR+(2k+$)rc+iln{2 IKI ArgK+(2k+i)x]}+.$ 
with I&I d y(ln k)/k, k = k,, k, + 1, ..,, and pi = Arg K-t (2k + $)7t - 
iln(2lKl [ArgK+(2k+i)n]}+~; with Ie~l<y(lnk)/k, k=k,, k,+l,..., 
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und kchere the corresponding ulgehraic multiplicitie,v and ascents (we vl = 
m; = 1, k = k,, k, + 1, . . . . and v; = ml = 1, k = k,,, k, + 1, . . . . respectiwl>~. ]n 
addition, the family qf all ,finite sums qf the prqjections associated w?th L is 
unbounded, S ,. # s, , s,, = L’ [0, 11, and MI = i 0 i. 
10. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE X 
Case X is simple to treat because all the spectral quantities are easily 
computed; it is very similar to Case I. To belong to Case X, the differential 
operator L must satisfy the conditions 
A,z=0,A,4+A2j=0, A34#O,A13+A24=0, A 13 = As,, (10.1) 
or equivalently (see [S, Theorem 2.2]), 
A,2=A,3=A,4=A23=A14=0 and A,,#(). (10.2) 
From (0.2) we see that the characteristic determinant for this case is given 
by 
A(p)= -A3,emmiP[e”‘- l][e”‘+ 11, (10.3) 
and obviously the function f‘(p) = [e” - l][e’” + l] determines the non- 
zero zeros of d. 
It follows from Theorem 12.1(a) with to = 1 and q,, = - 1 that the non- 
zero zeros of A are 
Pk = kn, k = -t 1, & 2, . . . . (10.4) 
with each pk being a zero of order 1 of A. Also, 
A”‘@ k ) = -2iA,,( - l)k, k= +l, f2,.... (10.5) 
Therefore, the nonzero eigenvalues of L are 
ik = (kx)‘, k = 1, 2, . . . . (10.6) 
with algebraic multiplicities and ascents 
vk=mk= 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (10.7) 
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From (0.3) E,,, = 0 is not an eigenvalue of L, so (10.6) lists all the points in 
o(L). 
Next, let us consider the projections 
2 
s 
’ 
Pliu(t) = 
d”‘(P,) 
Vt, s; pk) 4s) 4 k = . 1, 2, . . . . (10.8) 
1 0 
mapping L’[O, l] onto ,V(L(E.,)) along .3(L(&)), where by (0.7) 
V( t, s; pk) = 2A 34 ( - 1 )k sin knt sin kns. (10.9) 
A combination of (10.8) with (10.5) and (10.9) yields 
P,U(t)=2j; sin krct sin kxs u(s) ds, k = 1, 2, . . . . (10.10) 
Arguing as in Case I, if Q is any finite subset of { 1, 2, . . 1, then C Pk, k E $2, 
is an orthogonal projection on L* [0, 1 ] with 
(10.11) 
This estimate is also immediate from the fact that the P, are the projections 
associated with Fourier sine series. Thus, the family of all finite sums of the 
projections associated with L is uniformly bounded, and in addition, by 
Theorem 0.3 
S, =S,. (10.12) 
Finally, in Case X we note that there is only one normalized form for the 
coefficient matrix A, namely, 
(10.13) 
which corresponds to Dirichlet boundary conditions. It should also be 
noted that L is always self-adjoint in this case by Theorem 0.1. 
The results of this section are summarized in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case X. 
Then the spectrum o(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements 
are A, = (kz)‘, k = 1, 2, . . . . with corresponding algebraic multiplicities and 
ascents vk = mk = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . In addition, the family of all finite sums of 
the projections associated with L is uniformly bounded, S, = s,, = L* [0, 11, 
and M, = (0). 
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11. THE SPECTRAL THEORY FOR CASE XI 
Cases X and XI share the same characteristic determinant, and conse- 
quently, their spectrums are identical. The feature which distinguishes 
between Case X and Case XI is the structure of the associated projections 
(bounded versus unbounded). All spectral quantities can again be 
calculated explicitly in Case XI. 
In order to belong to Case XI, the A, associated with the differential 
operator L must satisfy 
~lz=0,~,,+A,,=0.A~~#0.A,~+A~4=0,A13#A24. (11.1) 
These conditions together with (0.2) imply that the characteristic determi- 
nant for this case is given by 
A(p)= -Ai4P-ig’[e”‘- I][&“.‘+ l] (11.2) 
(cf. to (10.3)). Therefore, as in the previous section the nonzero zeros of A 
are 
pk = kn, k = f 1, +2, . . . . (11.3) 
where each pk is a zero of order 1 of A; the eigenvalues of L are 
i, = (kn)‘, k = 1, 2, . . . . (11.4) 
the corresponding algebraic multiplicities and ascents are 
vk=mk= 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . (11.5) 
Next, for k = 1, 2, . . . the projection P, of L’ [0, 1 ] onto I V(L(&)) along 
&‘(L(A,)) is given by 
PkU(t)= v( c, & Pk) ds) 6 k = 1, 2, . . . . (11.6) 
where 
A”‘(p,) = -2iA,,( - 1)” (11.7) 
and by (0.7) 
V( 1, s; pk) = 2A3, ( - 1)” sin knt sin km - 2A ,3 kn sin kn( t - s) 
- 2A,,kn( - 1 )k sin kn(t + s). (11.8) 
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In Case XI the fundamental quadratic Eq. (0.1) becomes AT3 - A i4 = 0 or 
A,4= TA,, (11.9) 
with A,3 ~0. Upon combining (11.7), (11.8), and (11.9) with (11.6) we see 
that 
kernel of P, = 2 sin knt sin km 
2A,3 -Fkn[(-l))*sinkn(t-s)Tsinkn(t+s)] (11.10) 
34 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . where the f sign is determined according to whether 
A,,= TA,,. 
To simplify the calculations, let us introduce the two orthonormal 
sequences 
cjx- (t) = 8 sin knt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
and 
$0(t) = 15 Il/,(t)=$cosknt, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
for L2 [0, l] (these sequences appeared earlier in Section 6), and let 
a = 2A,,/A,, # 0. Setting 
-~2k-l(f)=42k-l(f), ??2k~,(f)=~Zk~,(f)+a(2k-l)7c~,,~,(t), 
-u,,(t) =4x(t) + 42knr) $zAf)~ YZ!f(f)=42k(t), 
k = 1, 2, . . . . when A,,- -A,,, and 
x2k~1(t)=~2k~1(t)-a(2k-1)nll/2k~,(t), Y2&- 1 (t) = 42k-, (t), 
-YZk(t)=42k(f)t ??w(f) = 4x(t) - 42kn) $x(t), 
k = 1, 2, . . . . when A,, = A,,, it follows from (11.10) that 
Pk4f) = (u, Yk) -xk(t), k = 1, 2, . (11.11) 
Thus, by Lemma 8.0 
IIPJ = Cl + la12(kn)2]1’2a Ial kn, k = 1, 2, . (11.12) 
From this result II Pkll -+ cc as k -+ cc, and by Theorem 0.3 
s, # s,, . (11.13) 
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Finally, we observe that there is only one possible normalized form for 
the coefficient matrix A in Case XI: 
A= 
lfl Oh; 
0 0 1 fl 1 
(1 1.14) 
with b, # 0, where the + 1 and f 1 are determined according to whether 
A,, = f A,,. In addition, Theorem 0.1 implies that any differential operator 
L belonging to Case XI is not self-adjoint. This result is also immediate 
from the fact that IjPkll -+ cx:‘. 
We summarize the results of this section as 
THEOREM 11.1. Let L be a differential operator belonging to Case XI. 
Then the spectrum a(L) is an infinite countable subset of @ whose elements 
are I., = (kx)?, k = 1, 2, . . . . with corresponding algebraic multiplicities and 
ascents vk=mk=Ir k=l,2 ,.... In addition, the family of all finite sums of 
the projections associated with L is unbounded, S, #s,, s,,, = L2[0, 11, 
and M, = {O}. 
12. APPENDIX: THE ZEROS OF THE 
CHARACTERISTIC DETERMINANT 
In determining the zeros of the characteristic determinant 
%I= -CA,,p’-i(A,,+A,,)p+A,,l e”’ 
+CA,,p’+i(A,,+A,,)p+A,,le~“+2i[A,,+A,,]p, (0.2) 
the problem divides naturally into the cases where the zeros can be 
calculated explicitly and the cases where the zeros are calculated by pertur- 
bation techniques using Rouche’s Theorem. The three theorems of this 
section lay the foundations for the study of the zeros of d as it ranges over 
Cases I-XI. Our principal result is contained in 
THEOREM 12.1. Let tO#O and qO#O be constants Mith <,,#qO, let 
f(p) = Ce” - &I Ce’P - vol, and let h(p) = [e” - to]‘. Then 
(a) the zeros off are given by the two sequences 
,uL; = (Arg to + 2kn) - i In l<J, k = 0, f 1, k 2, . . . . (12.1) 
p: = (Arg q0 + 2kn) - i In 1~~1, k = 0, f 1, k 2, . . . . . (12.2) 
where pU; # 11;’ for all k, 1 and each pi and each pi is a zero of order 1 of 5 
and 
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(b) the zeros of h are given by the sequence 
pk=(Argt0+2kx)-iln 15& k=O +l +2,..., , - , _ (12.3) 
where each C(k is a zero of order 2 of h. 
In addition, if 
g(p)=; [A2eZiP +A, eip+Ao]+-j [B2e2@+B, eiP+B,] 
where the Ai, Bi are constants and if F= f + g, then 
(c) the zeros of F are given by two sequences 
p;=u;+v;, l&l <&, k= fk,, f(k,+ 11, . . . . (12.4) 
p;:=u;+&;, I&‘1 +, k= kk,, i(k,+ 11, . . . . (12.5) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant and k, is 
a positive integer, pb # p;’ for all k, I, and each p; and each pi is a zero of 
order 1 of F. 
Parts (a) and (b) of the theorem involve direct calculations, while part 
(c) uses perturbation methods (see [9, pp. 64741). Part (a) is used in the 
study of Cases I, III, X, and XI, part (b) in Cases V and VI, and part (c) 
in Cases II and IV. 
The second theorem is a simplified version of the first one. It is proved 
in the same way and is used to study Cases VII and VIII. 
THEOREM 12.2. Let to # 0 be a constant, and let f(p) = eiP - to. Then 
(a) the zeros off are given by the sequence 
pk = (Arg to + 2knr) - i In t toi, k=O, fl, +2 ,..., (12.6) 
where each uk is a zero of order 1 off: 
In addition, ifg(p) = (l/p)[A,e@ + A,] with A, and A, constants and if 
F=f+g, then 
(b) the zeros of F are given by a sequence 
Pk=C(k+&kr hc G j-&y k = fk,, r!~ (k, + l), . . . . (12.7) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant, k, is a 
positive integer, and each pk is a zero of order 1 of F. 
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The third theorem characterizes the zeros of the function 
F(p) =sin p - Kp, and it is used in the study of Case IX. A complete 
description of the zeros of F in the fourth quadrant is given in 13, 
Lemmas 2 and 31. These results can then be applied to obtain the fourth 
quadrant zeros of G(p) = sin p -xp, whose conjugates are the first 
quadrant zeros of F. Finally, since F( -p) = -F(p), the second and third 
quadrant zeros of F are just the negatives of its fourth and first quadrant 
zeros, respectively. These remarks lead to 
THEOREM 12.3. Let K#O be a constant, let F(p) = sin p - Kp, and for 
k = 1, 2, . . . let 
p;= -$‘k=ArgK+(2k+f)7c+iln{2 /RI [ArgR+(2k+i)x]}, (12.8) 
&‘=-p’-,=ArgK+(2k+$)~-iln{2(Kl [ArgK+(2k+i)n]}. (12.9) 
Then the zeros of F are given by two sequences 
P;=pLh+Eb, I& 61 
ln Ikl 
I-, k= +k,, +(k,+ l), . . . . ,k, (12.10) 
p;:=p;+&;, ln Ikl I~~I GY ,k, -3 k = k ko, + (k, + 1 ), . . . . (12.11) 
plus a finite number of additional zeros, where y > 0 is a constant and k, is 
a positive integer, pi # p;’ for all k, I, and each p; and each pi is a zero of 
order 1 of F. 
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